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S.E. (Electrical) (Semester - IV) (New Course) (Revised)

'"=t ' Examination,April -201-7
l{-=DC MACHINES & TRANSFORMER

Sub. Code z 63374 I ..''

Instructions: 1) Attempt any three questions frbm section I and II.
2) Use of non-programmable calculator is permitted.

3) Assume suitable data wherever necessary and state them in answer
boolc

4) Figures to the right indicate full marks.

SECTION - I
ij,, ; i:.,.ii,,..r-

Draw a neat'sketch of d.c. machine, showing its various partS:ruEkplain

the func{ion of each part of d.c. machine.

Qqfine physical concept of torque production:,:'Also explain
'eiectromagnetic torque and reluctance torque. .-', t8l

What is an armature reaction? Explain the demagnetizing and cross-

magnetizing effect in armature reaction of d.c. machine. I8l

A d.c. series motor operates at 800 rpm with a line current of 100 A from
230Y mains. Its armature circuit resistanceis 0.1 5Cl and its field resistance

0.1 Cl. Find the speed at which the motor runs at a line current of 25 A,
assuming that the flux at this current is 45 percent ofthe flux at 100A.[10]

Explain the following characteristics of d.c. series, d.c. shunt and d.c.
compound motor

r) T:-Ia

ii) N-Ia

iii) N-T

P,T.O.
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b) A 250V shunt motor on no load runs at 1000 rpm and taken 5,A. The

total armatrire pnd shunt field resistance are 0.2 aand 250 a t..lp::,lr ly
Calculatq,,..th ipeed when loaded and taking current of 50A if,,g ' e

reaction'Sbakens field by 3o/o.

Q4) a) Draw the power flow diagram of d.c. machine and explain in detail. I8l

b) Explain how Hopkinson's test is performed on d.c. machine to calculate

t8t

l8l

l8l

Qs) a)

Q6) a)

b)

efficiency.

SECTION .II

Explain how o.c. & s.c. test is performed on single phase transformer?

Draw colresponding circuit diagram for 100KVA .llkvl230 v transfotmer.

Write the ratings of meters used.

b) A 100 KVA lighting transformer has a full load loss of 3 KW, the losses

being equally divided between iron and coppel'. During a day, the

transformer operates on full load for 3 hours, one half load for 4 hours,

the output Q;eirig negligible for the remainder of the day. Calculate&e.al1-
day efficielncy. t= 

'.-;' I10I

Explain the parallel operation of single phase transfotmer. tSl

In no load test of single phase transfonner, the following test data were
obtained:

Primary v oltage:22}Y

Primary current:0.5A

Findthe following:

,) The turn ratio.

Secondary voltage:1 I 0V

Power input:30 W

v-.

u0l

ii) The magnetizing colxponent of no load cument.

iii) Its working component.

ir) The iron loss.
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e7) a) Draw neat connection diagram and explain how sumpner's test is

p erformed on transfoflller. State advantage s an d limitati ons of the metho d.
t 

r ."' [81

b) Draw the physical connection and phasor diagram of 'a 3-phase

, 

,'lt",'tormer 
with DZ 1 andYZ ll ' 

. . : .
Q8) a) . , States various losses in transformer. Explain how to reduce them. Derive

condition for maximumrefficiency oftransfotmer. t8l

b) Explain with diagram, what is an ideal transformer' I8l
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